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Abstract

Due to the availability of enormous amount of saved data in the databases and in the huge

data warehouses; the need for developing and for inventing new devices characterized by

the capability for analyzing data and for inferring information and knowledge from it has

risen. From this need appeared a new field named "data mining" (DM). As a technique, it

aims at inferring knowledge from a huge quantity of data.

Data reduction is one of the most practically important steps in the preprocessing process

in the mining systems in the data due to the fact that data reduction is choosing a set of

data smaller in size provided which maintains the original characteristics and the

reliability and the generality of the data.

This work is concerned with the study of data reduction method by using "decision trees"

and the production of a computer system in order to program one of the algorithms of the

decision trees ID3 in data reduction. The objective of the system production is to prove

that there is a big advantage in data reduction while obtaining the same results by using

data collection.

The objective of this study is to apply an application that uses decision trees in the

process of the reduction of data size as well as the study of the effect of using the concept

of decision trees in the field of the data reduction. This work will compare the time of the

treatment in constructing the same decision trees once when using the original data and

another when using the reduced data. The time total in the first time includes the used

time in applying the algorithm ID3 in addition to the time used in drawing the decision

tree. The time total in the second time includes the used time in the reduction process and

the time used in the application of the algorithm ID3 in addition to the time used in

drawing the decision tree.

According to this work through 9 main experiments for different data with different sizes,

the system was programmed with the visual basic 6.0. Finally, the obtained results from

testing of this system with a detailed analysis of the results will be displayed.
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Chapter One

Introduction

In computer science theory there is a clear difference between data and information.

According to [12], data are measurements of describing some objects and when these

data are organized in some certain manner with the application of some functional or

analytical processes, they can be information or knowledge.

Recently the world has seen the collection of massive amounts of data due to the

availability and wide use of computers and the cheap cost of massive storage medias.

This huge amount of data contains valuable implicit knowledge and the traditional

methods of data analysis had lacked the ability to convert such sheer volumes of data into

knowledge. The immanent need to convert the data into knowledge which have called for

the emergence of a new field known as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD).

1.1 Knowledge Discovery in Databases

Simply stated, the term KDD refers to the broad process of finding knowledge in data,

and to emphasize “high level” application of Data Mining (DM). ”The term data mining

has mostly been used by statisticians, data analysts, and the management information

systems (MIS) communities”[10].

In literature, many publications in the space of computer science use the term KDD as a

synonym for Data Mining, while others consider data mining as one step in the KDD

process, as mentioned in [6, 11, 26 and 30]. The field of knowledge discovery in

databases, has received increasing attention during recent years as large organizations

that have begun to realize the potential value of the information that is stored implicitly in

their large amount of data, which are stored in  databases. In fact there is no standard

definition to what constitute a KDD, but according to Fayyad U. et al. [10]. KDD is the

non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately

understandable patterns in data.

For a pattern to be valid for a given data, it must pass a certainty threshold requirement.

Patterns are characterized as being novel if they are not known to the user or the system.
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Patterns are potentially useful if they are beneficial to the system or the user. In order for

patterns to constitute useful knowledge, these patterns must be easy to be understood by

human. Knowledge discovery in databases as a process is depicted in figure-1.1 [10],

which consists of the following steps

Figure-1.1: The data mining step as part of KDD process.

1. Data cleaning it consists of some basic operations, such as normalization, handling

of missing data and noise removal, reduction of redundancy, etc. Data from various

sources are often wrongful, incomplete, and inconsistent, so we need to clean this

data prior to data mining.

2. Data integration it plays an important role in KDD, where multiple data sources may

be combined together in one common schema.

3. Data selection where relevant data are recovered from the database.

4. Data transformation is to transform data into forms propitious for mining by

applying some operations such as summarization or aggregation for the data.
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5. Data mining is the essential process where intelligent methods (algorithms) are

applied in order to extract useful patterns from the data.

6. Pattern evaluation is to identify the interesting patterns representing knowledge

based on some interesting measures.

7. Knowledge presentation is the method or shape, in which minded knowledge is

represented to the end user.

1.2 Data Mining

Data Mining is the process of extracting knowledge from large amounts of data by the

use of one of the data mining functionalities. According to [10 and 24], the data mining

step is considered as one step in the KDD process. The data mining step is one of the

most essential steps in the knowledge discovery process because it constitutes the

algorithm by which patterns can be extracted.

1.3 Data mining functionalities

The functionalities of data mining are used to specify the kind of patterns or regularities

to be found via a mining task. In general terms, data mining tasks can be categorized as

being predictive or descriptive.

According to [12 and 22], predictive mining tasks perform inference on the current data

set in order to make predictions for missing or unavailable data values or for missing

class labels. Predictive mining tasks are such as; prediction and classification are

considered to be supervised learning tasks. Predictive mining tasks are also called

inferential tasks. Descriptive mining tasks seek to characterize the general properties or

features of the entire data set. Examples of descriptive mining tasks are; cluster analysis,

outlier analysis, association analysis, characterization and discrimination. Descriptive

mining tasks are considered to be unsupervised learning tasks.

1.3.1 Classification and prediction

According to [24], classification is the discovery of models or functions that governs the

general properties of the data. While prediction refers to the use of these models or

functions in order to make prediction. Prediction is used to predict class labels for

unclassified objects or to predict missing attribute values.

1.3.2 Cluster analysis
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Refers to the process of dividing objects into groups or clusters. Where objects in one

cluster are similar to one another and objects in different clusters are dissimilar to the

objects in other clusters.

1.3.3 Evolution and deviation analysis

Most of the data mining functionalities deal with the general trends of the data, the

evolution and deviation analysis deals with the abnormalities or significant changes in the

data within some time span.

1.3.4 Association analysis

Association analysis is the process of discovering association rules. Association rule is a

statement on the form of IF condition1 THEN condition2 where condition1 and condition2

are attribute-value pairs that occur frequently together in the given set of data, for

example if average >= 85 then result = pass.

1.3.5 Characterization and discrimination

Data characterization is the summarization of the general features of the current data set,

which is called the target class while data discrimination is the comparison of the features

or properties of the target class with one or more classes called contrasting class (es).

1.4  Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is an important step for successful data mining process because it can

clean dirty data, smooth noise, correct inconsistent, fill in missing values, transform the

data into suitable form, discard irrelevant data (data reduction)  and integrate data from

multiple different sources. Some of the different data preprocessing tasks are depicted in

figure-1.2 [12]. The purpose of data preprocessing tasks are to qualify the data for the

current miming task. These tasks are not mutual-exclusive.
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Figure-1.2: Major data preprocessing tasks.

1.5 Data reduction

As mentioned earlier, DM systems are characterized to deal with large data, which make

the mining process slow. Many techniques have been developed to speed up the DM

process, one of which is data reduction. According to [12 and 24], data reduction refers to

the selection of a subset of the data, which is smaller in volume with the condition of

maintaining the integrity of the original data. In other words; data reduction is an

important preprocessing task in data mining system.

1.6 Repositories of data

There are many different repository systems  that are used to house the large volumes of

the data. Here, we review some of these repository systems.

 Data warehouse is a repository of information collected from multiple sources,

organized under a unified schema at a single site in order to facilitate management

decision-making. Data warehouses are constructed via processes of; data cleaning,

data transformation, data integration, data loading, and periodic data refreshing.

 Data cube is a metaphor for multidimensional data storage. The actual physical

storage of such data may differ from its logical representation. The important thing to
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note is that data cubes are n-dimensional and do not confine data to 3-D. which

allows data to be modeled and viewed in multiple dimensions

Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced version of the data set

which smaller in volume, but  it represents all states in the data. Mining on reduced data

set should be more efficient yet produce the same (or almost the same) analytical results.

There are many strategies for data reduction and according to [12], these strategies are:

 Data cube aggregations is the application of aggregation operations on data cubes in

order to construct another data cubes with fewer entries.

 Dimension reduction is accomplished by the removal of irrelevant, weakly relevant

or redundant attributes or dimensions.

 Data compression is the reduction of the data by the use of some encoding

mechanisms.

 Discretization and concept hierarchies where actual data values are replaced by

concepts in higher levels of the concept hierarchy.

 Numerosity reduction is to replace the actual data by an estimation model of it. This

can be parametric models (which store only the model parameters rather than the

actual data), or nonparametric model such as clustering, sampling, histograms or the

use of decision trees.

1.7 Decision trees

"Decision tree induction constructs a flow-chart-like structure where each internal (non-

leaf) node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch corresponds to an outcome of the

test, and each external (leaf) node denotes a class prediction. At each node, the algorithm

chooses the “best" attribute to partition the data into individual classes” [12].

According to [28], a decision tree is constructed in a breath-first fashion; beginning with

the root and preceding down word to the leaves. This type of tree is called Top-Down

Induction Decision Tree (TDIDT) due to the formation methodology. Figure-1.3 depicts a

decision tree for buying a computer [17].
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Figure-1.3: A decision tree for “buys computer”.

1.8 Research goals

The aim of this study is to implement an application called Data Reduction System

(DRS) that uses decision trees in the process of data reduction. The objective of this work

is to study the effect of using the concept of decision trees in the area of data reduction.

This work will compare the two processing times in building the same decision tree; first

with the original data (t1) the other with the reduced data (t2). Given that t1 consists of

applying the algorithm and drawing the decision tree process and the t2 consists of

reduction process time and drawing the decision tree process.
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Chapter Two

Literature review

This chapter serves as a background survey to the field of data reduction, decision trees

and ID3 algorithm. Reduction techniques can be used to draw a minimized replica of the

data set which is minimal in size, yet keeps the features of the original data. Mining on

the reduced data set is more useful as far as the run time is concerned. However, the

outcome result should resemble the analytical results. Nowadays, the world has witnessed

a collection of mountains of data due to the presence and wide spread of computers usage

and inexpensiveness of enormous storage medias. This enormous quantity of data

contains priceless hidden knowledge. The traditional approach of data analysis lack the

ability to extract knowledge from huge data bases; Data reduction as a preprocessing step

can contribute in solving the scalability problem.

2.1 Data Reduction

Daniel et al. [1] says there is often a necessity to obtain fast approximate answers from

large databases, this calls for a need for data reduction; therefore, there are many different

approaches to this problem, some of them are not traditionally laid out as solutions to a

data reduction problem. The paper describes and evaluates several widespread techniques

for data reduction. Where there is an urgent need for fast approximate answers from very

large data sets of data stored in databases or data warehouses.

Data reduction is invaluable in this context, and we believe that it is going to be widely

used in data mining in the future. According to [1], there already exists a rich variety of

data reduction techniques such as; Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Wavelets,

Regression, Log-Linear Models, Histograms, Clustering Techniques, Index Trees, and

Sampling with different features and different data types such as Distance Only,

Unordered Flat, Unordered Hierarchical, Sparse,  Skewed, and High dimensional. Table-

2.1, depict the applicability and evaluation of different data reduction techniques with

different data types.

Table-2.1: Applicability of data reduction techniques to different types of data.

Data type Reduction techniques
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SVD Wavelets Regression
Log-

Linear
Histogram Clustering

Index

Tree
Sampling

Distance

Only
N N N N D Y M Y

Unordered

Flat
Y N N Y D M N Y

Unordered

Hierarchical
Y M N Y M M M Y

Sparse B F F F F B F D

Skewed F F B F F F F D

High

dimensional
N F W W M D W W

Y= Yes; N= No; M= Maybe;

F= Fine; B= Better; W= Worse;

D = Depends (on further specification, could be better or worse).

The data reduction issue has been studied extensively in the literature on data mining and

knowledge discovery. The book by Han and Kamber [12], gives a review of some of the

techniques and methods that are used in data reduction. Strategies for data reduction

include: Data cube aggregation, Dimension reduction, Data compression, Numerosity

reduction, Discrimination and concept hierarchy generation. However, in this thesis we

will focus on dimension reduction, where it reduces the data set size by removing

attributes (or dimensions) from it.

Bukhman [5], demonstrates a comparison of three deterministic data sampling

algorithms; (Epsilon Approximation Sampling Enabled (EASE) Algorithm, Biased EA

(Epsilon Approximation) Algorithm and MinSupport_Biased-L2)) and is applied towards

generating a data sample that can be used for approximating a data cube of the original

dataset. Data reduction techniques have often been used to ease the scalability problem of

processing large datasets. Scalability becomes an even greater worry when managing

multidimensional datasets and data reduction plays a crucial role as part of the solution to

this problem. This thesis explores the use of deterministic sampling algorithms to create a

data sample that is usable as an alternative for a multidimensional dataset. The results
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indicate that the MinSupport_Biased-L2 algorithm is most suitable for the approximation

of iceberg-cubes.

Bronnimann et al. [4], says in his paper, two algorithms are proposed and compared for

sampling-based association mining, these algorithms called FAST (Finding Association

rules from Sampled Transactions) and EA (Epsilon Approximation), are designed to

“count” data applications such as association-rule mining.

The algorithms are similar in that both of them attempt to produce a sample of data that

represents the whole database. However, in the way that they greedily search through the

exponential number of possible samples FAST is uses random sampling together with

trimming of “outlier” transactions. On the other hand, the EA algorithm repeatedly and

deterministically halves the data to obtain the final sample. Unlike FAST, the EA

algorithm provides a undertaken level of accuracy. The experiments show that EA is

more expensive to run than FAST, but yields more accurate results for a given sample

size.

2.2 Decision trees

Due to the scientists' interest to facilitate the representation and presentation of data and

understanding, there is what is so called trees, which help many  people to understand and

to simplify the data. It is very easy to obtain useful information and make decisions based

on the classifications resulting from those trees; especially what is called decision trees.

A decision tree is a tree in which each branch node represents a choice between a number

of alternatives, and each leaf node represents a classification or decision. Decision tree

can easily be converted to classification rules to be used in future classification and it has

been used in many application fields such as medicine, business and various theories.

They are the basis for several rule induction systems. Decision tree induction algorithms

have been used for classification in a wide range of application fields. Besides the

learning and classification steps of decision tree induction are normally fast. “The

advantages of decision trees include reasonable training time, fast application, easy

interpretation, easy implementation, and ability to handle large number of features. Since

they do not make any assumptions about the underlying data distribution, they are

specially suited for exploratory knowledge discovery.” [24].
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Quinlan [28], summarizes an approach of synthesizing decision trees that has been

implemented in various systems. It describes the ID3 system in details. The outcomes

from recent studies indicate ways in which the methodology can be adjusted to deal with

information that is noisy and/or incomplete. The paper draws conclusions with

illustrations of updated research directions.

Corston-Oliver and Gamon [8], presents a hybrid machine learning approach to correct

the features in transfer of linguistic symbols in translation machines. The hybrid method

combines decision trees and transformation-based learning. Decision trees serve as a

filter to large search space of possible interrelations between characteristics of the data.

Transformation-based learning results in a simple set of arranged rules that can be

compiled and executed after transfer and prior to sentence realization in the target

language. The set of transformations that have been obtained from the decision trees is

then used as the set of candidate rules for transformation-based learning. This technique

implemented in the domain of machine translation, in order to filter errors in transferred

linguistic symbols which are complex and contain large numbers of interdependent

characteristics.

Pješivac–Grbović et al. [27], presents an essential step in realizing good performance of

Massage Passing Interface (MPI) applications is selecting the close-to-optimal collective

algorithm based on the parameters of the collective call at run time. In this paper, the

applicability of C4.5 decision tree algorithm to the MPI collective algorithm selection

problem was explored where construct C4.5 algorithm from the measured algorithm

performance data and analyze the features of a decision tree and anticipated run time

performance penalty. This research displays that the C4.5 decision trees can probably be

used to generate a small and accurate decision function.

Han and Kamber [12], reviews in there book the concept of decision tree induction, tree

pruning, extracting classification rules from decision trees, enhancements to basic

decision tree induction, scalability and decision tree induction, and integrating data

warehousing techniques and decision trees induction.

Berry and Linoff [2], gives some detailed ideas about decision trees such as; definition of

decision trees and how they work. The book also gives some ideas about Neural

Networks and how they can be applied to classification and prediction. It describes the
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core algorithm that is used to construct decision trees and discusses some of the most

outstanding variants of that core algorithm. Practical examples are used to illustrate the

utility and general applicability of the decision tree models and are used to demonstrate

practical suggestion that have to be accounted for.

Furthermore, in the book by Larose [22], contains classification methods for data mining.

One attractive classification method includes the construction of a decision trees, and

designates two of the many methods for measuring leaf node purity, which lead to the

two leading algorithms for constructing decision trees (Classification And Regression

Trees (CART) algorithm and C4.5 algorithm). In addition, it also shows the decision

rules, as well as a comparison of the C5.0 and CART algorithms applied to real data.

2.2.1 Building decision trees

According to [3, 12 and 28], there are two approaches in dealing with the construction of

decision trees; the first is for building the decision tree and the second is for pruning it.

The approach for building the decision tree is as follows:

 Top-down tree construction

Step1: At the start all data objects are at the root node.

Step2: Pick the most appropriate attribute to partition the data.

Step3: Exclude the previously chosen attribute.

Step4: Pick the most appropriate attribute note chosen before.

Step5: Partition the data.

Step6: Recursively perform step2 to step5 until there are no more attribute or all

objects are in the same class.

Pruning a decision tree is to remove any sub trees that had occurred in the decision tree.

Usually this process is performed in a bottom-up approach.

Here we are concerned with the construction of decision tree using ID3, which does not

require pruning process.

2.2.2 Decision tree algorithms

According to [12, 22, 24 and 28], there are many algorithms to construct decision trees,

some of them are:

 ID3 (Quinlan 79)

 CART (Brieman et al. 84)
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 Assistant (Cestnik et al. 87)

 C4.5 (Quinlan 93)

 See5 (Quinlan 97)

 Orange (Demsar, Zupan 98-03)

 etc …

According to [24], decision trees are claimed to be more efficient due to the fact that the

classification is reached faster than Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) in training phase.

This point was tackled by Quinlan's ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser3) algorithm which is

considered as an improvement of the Concept Learning System (CLS). The basic

algorithm for decision tree induction is greedy algorithms which construct decision trees

in a top-down recursive fashion.
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Chapter Three

Design and implementation

In the previous chapters, we have focused on the concepts of data reduction. as well as

reviewed in details a very well-known algorithm ID3 that is used to build decision trees.

Using this algorithm, the decision trees are constructed in a breath-first fashion. Such

methodology is known as TDIDT where building the tree start at the root and proceeds

downwards to the leaves. The ID3 algorithm works in a recursive fashion to generate

knowledge in the form of a decision tree. The decision trees can easily converted into

decision rules.

The aim of this study is to implement an application that uses decision trees in the

process of data reduction. Data reduction refers to the selection of a subset of the data,

which is smaller in volume with the condition of maintaining the integrity of the original

data and the data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a reduced version of the

data set. Mining on a reduced data set should be more efficient, yet it should produce the

same (or almost the same) analytical results.

The objective of this work is to study the effect of using the concept of decision trees in

the area of data reduction. This work will compare the two processing times in building

the same decision tree; first with the original data (t1) and the other with the reduced data

(t2). Given that t1 consists of applying the ID3 algorithm and drawing the decision tree

process and the t2 consists of reduction process time, applying the ID3 algorithm and

drawing the decision tree process.

The analysis and design of our application will be demonstrated via the concepts of

flowcharting.

3.1 The used programming language

Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 is considers one of the most important programming

languages that proceeded Visual Basic .NET that is a language for creating .NET

applications. It used to product an application (DRS).

The features of Visual Basic Studio 6.0
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According to [9 and 29], there are many features of Visual Basic Studio 6.0 language

some of them are:

1. Faster compiler.

2. Lots of icons and pictures to choose from, which allows database integration with wide

variety of applications.

3. Fast response to mouse and keyboard actions.

4. Easy access to clipboard and printer.

5. Full array of mathematical, string handling and graphics functions.

6. Ease of handling different types of variables (fixed and dynamic) and control arrays.

7. Support the access to different of types of files, such as; sequential and random access.

8. Support useful facilities for debugging and error-handling.

9. The wizard of package and deployment simplifies the distribution of applications.

10. Provides facilities to design data reports.

11. Provide additional internet capabilities.

3.2 Design of DRS

DRS is designed into a number of processors; each of them has a special purpose. In the

follows, we will explain briefly each of these processes.

3.2.1 Data entry

The purpose of the data entry is to provide the system with the data. In our system the

entered data must comply with the following conditions:

1. Extension file must be (.DBF)

2. Data must be categorical data (supervised data).

3. Type of data must be nominal.

4. The data must not contain missing values.

5. Last attribute in the table must be the class attribute.
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6. Class attribute value must be binary in nature (i.e. yes/no, play/not play,

fly/not fly, accept/reject etc …).

Due to the fact that DRS works with clean data and some of the data attributes do not

contribute to the process of the system. There are some attributes that must be removed

from the provided data set such as:

- The single attribute values.

- The multi attribute values.

- The serial number attributes.

3.2.2 ID3 algorithm applications

For DRS to meat its objectives each run of DRS will apply the ID3 algorithm twice. The

first is with the original data and the second is with the reduced data.

The application of ID3 algorithm can be demonstrated in the following steps [15].
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3.2.3 Result output

The purpose of result output is to display the final result, which consists of:

- The decision tree before data reduction and the processing time.

- The decision tree after data reduction and the processing time.

Figure-3.1: Flowchart for DRS.

False true

Add the miss-
classified

instances to the
window

Connect to database Take a sample (window)

Apply the ID3 algorithm and
extract the rules

Reduce the data

Test the
rules

Clean the data

End

Build the tree before the
reduction process

Start

Build the tree after the
reduction processDisplay the result
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3.3 Implementation of DRS

In the previous subsections, we have given details of the design of DRS, and here we

explain the implementation. DRS is implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0.

The system starts by taking a sample (window) from the selected data and ends up with

the results obtained.

In the first stage of the system, we take the window and deal with it as an input to the

system, and then we apply the ID3 to extract rules from the data, and then we build the

decision tree with the chosen window and final calculated runtime.

In the second stage, we do the same process as in the first but with reduced set of data.

The unused attributes of the data are determined in the first stage.

The implementation of our system consists of the following steps:

1. The system starts by allowing the user to select the database as follows:

2. The user selects only one table from tables that are saved in the database to deal with

it as an input of the system as follows:
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3. The system takes a window from the selected data.

4. The system must clean the data from the attributes that have the single values, multi

attribute values, and counter attributes.

5. The system considers the last attribute as a class attribute as follows:
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6. The system considers the remnant attributes without removed any of them from the

database as follows:

7. The system applies the ID3 algorithm to build the decision tree.

8. The system generates the rules as follows:
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9. The system validates the produced rules. If any of the rules is false then the miss

classified instances is added to the window and step7 is initiated again as follows:
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10. The system builds the decision tree after displaying the used attributes and the unused

attributes and calculates the runtime (the time spent in applying the ID3 algorithm on

the original data and drawing the decision tree process) as follows:

11. The system reduces the data by remove unused attributes from the data.

12. The system repeats the same process (apply the algorithm on the reduced data).

13. The system builds the decision tree and calculates the runtime (the time spent in

reducing the data, applying the ID3 algorithm on the reduced data and drawing the

decision tree process) as follows:
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14. The system calculate the pay-off for the time and draw the histogram for the two

times. Where pay-off = (( t1- t2 )/( t1 + t2 ) * 100) as follows:
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Chapter Four

Experiments and Results

In this chapter, we demonstrate the obtained results from our system (data reduction by

the use of decision trees) using different sizes of data. The interpretation of the results

and comparison will also be presented. Our system performance is tested by number of

categorical data sets.

All the experiments are conducted on a Laptop computer with 1.73GHz Intel(R) CPU,

504 MB of RAM memory, 250 MB Hard disk and is running on Microsoft Windows XP

professional operating system.

As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, our system consists of two sub-systems.

The first is for building the decision tree before the reduction process takes place and the

second is to build the decision tree after the reduction for each data set used to test our

system. Our system is tested with a total of nine experiments, each of which consist of 5

different versions depending on the data size (very small, small, medium, large, very

large).The comparison of the two sub systems is based on the criterion of the run time.

In accordance with [7], we take a sample from each data set when we conduct our

experiments. The sample sizes are taken by the ratio of 382 to 1000. For this reason we

divided the data as depicted in table-4.1.

Table-4.1: Data set range size.

Sample
number

Data set range size Experiment data
sets sizeFrom To

1 1 38 all
2 39 76 1/2, all
3 77 114 1/3, 2/3, all
4 115 152 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, all
5 153 more 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, all

Here we demonstrate the obtained results from performing our system on different data

sets via different versions of the same data taken in account the data samples.

4.1 First experiment
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In this experiment, we use the animal data set [19], which consists of 6 objects and 4

attributes in addition to the class attribute. The attributes are; warm-blooded, feathers, fur

and swims. The class attribute values are being yes and no for laying eggs. The size of the

original data set is 112KB. For the sake of examining our system with large data sets, we

have increased this data set randomly to contain 276 instances with size of 116KB. The

final results of this experiment are depicted in table-4.2 where the reduction payoff is

highlighted with bold.

Table-4.2: Final results of the first experiment.
Experiment

version
Number

of objects
Sample

size
Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 6 all 63 47 14.55%

2 54
all 63 47 14.55%
1/2 63 63 0%

3 108
all 63 63 0%
1/3 62 62 0%
2/3 62 63 -0.8%

4 126

all 78 62 11.43%
1/4 78 62 11.43%
1/2 78 63 10.64%
3/4 78 63 10.64%

5 276

all 125 109 6.84%
1/4 125 94 14.16%
1/2 140 110 12%
3/4 125 109 6.84%

From table-4.2, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, there was 14.55% payoff even though the

sample size was very small. Figure-4.1, depicts a snap shot of the result from our

system and figure-4.2 depicts a histogram of the result of this version of the

experiment.

2. For the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 14.55% when we

used the entire data sample that consists of 54 instances. Figure-4.3, depicts a snap

shot of the result from our system and figure-4.4 depicts a histogram of the result

of this version of the experiment.

3. For the third version of the experiment, there was no payoff in fact there was a

drawback of 0.8% in time.
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4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 11.43% when we

used the entire data and 1/4 sample of data. Figure-4.5, depicts a snap shot of the

result from our system and figure-4.6 depicts a histogram of the result of this

version of the experiment.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 14.16% payoff even though the

sample size was 1/4 of the data size. Figure-4.7, depicts a snap shot of the result

from our system and figure-4.8 depicts a histogram of the result of this version of

the experiment.

Figure-4.1: System snap shot of the first version of the first experiment.
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Figure-4.2: Results histogram of the first version of the first experiment.

Figure-4.3: System snap shot of the second version of the first experiment.
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Figure-4.4: Results histogram of the second version of the first experiment.

Figure-4.5: System snap shot of the fourth version of the first experiment.
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Figure-4.6: Results histogram of the fourth version of the first experiment.

Figure-4.7: System snap shot of the fifth version of the first experiment.
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Figure-4.8: Results histogram of the fifth version of the first experiment.

4.2 Second experiment

In the second experiment, we use the buys computer data set [17], which consists of 14

objects and 4 attributes which are (age, income, student and credit rating) and the class

attribute (+/-) and the size of the original data set is 108KB. For the sake to examine our

system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 322 instances. The final results of

this experiment are depicted table4-3.

Table-4.3: final results of the second experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 14 all 109 94 7.39%

2 57
all 141 125 6.02%

1/2 140 125 5.66%

3 112
all 156 157 -0.32%

1/3 172 157 4.56%
2/3 172 141 9.9%

4 140

all 172 156 4.88%

1/4 172 140 10.26%
1/2 188 172 4.44%
3/4 172 156 4.88%

5 322

all 297 250 8.59%

1/4 281 219 12.4%
1/2 281 250 5.84%
3/4 281 250 5.84%
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From table-4.3, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. The first version of the experiment resulted in 7.39% payoff despite the fact that

the sample size was very small.

2. The second version of the experiment concluded that the payoff amounted to

6.02% when the entire data sample that consists of 57 instances was used.

3. The third version of the experiment presented that the best payoff reached 9.9%

when 2/3s of sample of data was used.

4. The fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 10.26% when 1/4

sample of data was used.

5. The fifth version of the experiment, there was 12.4% payoff despite the fact that

the sample size was 1/4 of the data size.

4.3 Third experiment

In the third experiment, we use the London stock market data set [16], which consists of

6 objects and 5 attributes which are (It_rose_yesterday, New_York_rises_today,

Bank_rate_high, Unemployment_high and England_is_losing) and the class attribute

(No(The London market will not rise today)/ Yes(The London market will rise today))

and the size of the original data set is 116KB. For the sake to examine our system, we

increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 1590 instances. The final results of this

experiment are depicted table-4.4.

Table-4.4: final results of the third experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 30 all 141 125 6.02%

2 60
all 157 125 11.35%

1/2 157 177 -5.99%

3 107
all 172 156 4.88%

1/3 172 156 4.88%
2/3 172 78 37.6%

4
130

all 188 156 9.3%

1/4 187 78 41.13%
1/2 187 156 9.04%
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Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

3/4 203 156 13.09%

5 1590

all 1.032 703 18.96%

1/4 1.031 703 18.92%
1/2 1.032 719 17.88%
3/4 1.031 718 17.9%

From table-4.4, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, there was 6.02% payoff although the

sample size was very small.

2. For the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 11.35% when the

entire data was used from the sample that consists of 60 instances.

3. For the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 37.6% when 2/3s of

the data was used.

4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 41.13% when a 1/4

of the sample of data was used.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 18.96% payoff though the

sample size included the entire data sample.

4.4 Fourth experiment

In the fourth experiment, we use the stock market data set [14], which consists of 10

objects and 3 attributes which are (Age, Competition and Type) and the class attribute

(Down/Up) and the size of the original data set is 120KB. For the sake to examine our

system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 708 instances. The final results of

this experiment are depicted table-4.5.

Table-4.5: final results of the fourth experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 10 all 47 47 0%

2 40
all 63 47 14.55%

1/2 63 47 14.55%

3 78
all 78 62 11.43%

1/3 63 63 0%
2/3 78 62 11.43%
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Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

4 118

all 78 78 0%

1/4 94 47 33.33%
1/2 94 78 9.3%
3/4 94 62 20.51%

5 708

all 313 250 11.19%

1/4 296 156 30.97%
1/2 296 250 8.59%
3/4 312 235 14.08%

From table-4.5, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, no payoff resulted when the size of data

was very small size.

2. For the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 14.55% when the

entire and half of the data sample that consists of 40 instances was used.

3. For the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 11.43% when the

whole and 2/3s of data sample was used.

4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 33.33% when a 1/4

of the data sample was used.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 30.97% payoff when a 1/4 of the

data sample was used.

4.5 Fifth experiment

In the fifth experiment, we use the club member ship data set [18], which consists of 12

objects and 4 attributes which are (Eyecolour, Married, Sex and Hairlength) and the class

attribute (Rugby/Netball) and the size of the original data set is 114KB. For the sake to

examine our system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 1920 instances. The

final results of this experiment are depicted table-4.6.

Table-4.6: final results of the fifth experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 12 all 47 31 20.51%

2 48
all 47 16 49.21%

1/2 47 31 20.51%
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Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

3 96
all 63 47 14.55%

1/3 62 47 13.76%
2/3 63 31 34.04%

4
120

all 78 31 43.12%

1/4 78 47 24.8%
1/2 78 31 43.12%
3/4 78 47 24.8%

5 1920

all 640 297 36.61%

1/4 641 297 36.67%
1/2 641 297 36.67%
3/4 640 313 34.31%

From table-4.6, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. As for the first version of the experiment, there was 20.15% payoff in spite of the

fact that the sample size was very small.

2. As for the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 49.21% when the

entire data sample that consists of 48 instances was used.

3. As for the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 34.04% when 2/3s

of data sample that consists of 96 instances was used.

4. As for the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 43.12% when all

and a 1/2 of data sample was used.

5. As for the fifth version of the experiment, there was 36.67% payoff even though a

1/4 and a1/2 of data sample was used.

4.6 Sixth experiment

In the sixth experiment, we use the fruit data set [20], which consists of 16 objects and 4

attributes which are (Skin, Colour, Size and Flesh) and the class attribute (safe/dangerous

to eat) and the size of the original data set is 116KB. For the sake to examine our system,

we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 2560 instances. The final results of this

experiment are depicted table-4.7.

Table-4.7: final results of the sixth experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff
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1 16 all 156 141 5.05%

2 48
all 172 172 0%

1/2 172 157 4.56%

3 96
all 203 187 4.1%

1/3 203 187 4.1%
2/3 203 188 3.84%

4
144

all 219 203 3.79%

1/4 235 203 7.31%
1/2 218 203 3.56%
3/4 219 203 3.79%

5 2560

all 1.594 1.328 9.1%

1/4 1.593 1.344 8.48%
1/2 1.594 1.344 8.51%
3/4 1.593 1.344 8.48%

From table-4.7, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, there was 5.05% payoff even though the

sample size was very small.

2. For the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 4.56% when we

used the half of data sample.

3. For the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 4.1% when we used

the entire and 1/3 of data sample.

4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 7.31% when we

used 1/4 of data sample.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 9.1% payoff even though the

sample size was entire of data sample.

4.7 Seventh experiment

In the seventh experiment, we use the shape data set [13], which consists of 14 objects

and 4 attributes which are (ID1, Color, Outline and Dot) and the class attribute (triangle/

square) and the size of the original data set is 156KB. For the sake to examine our

system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 560 instances. The final results of

this experiment are depicted table-4.8.
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Table-4.8: final results of the seventh experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 14 all 94 109 -7.39%

2 56
all 109 110 -0.46%

1/2 109 110 -0.46%

3 112
all 125 125 0%

1/3 140 179 -12.23%
2/3 141 141 0%

4 140

all 140 125 5.66%

1/4 141 141 0%
1/2 141 140 0.36%
3/4 141 140 0.36%

5 560

all 281 281 0%

1/4 297 250 8.59%
1/2 297 282 2.59%
3/4 296 281 2.6%

From table-4.8, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. The first version of the experiment did not result in a payoff; in fact, there was no

payoff there was a drawback of 7.39% in time.

2. The second version of the experiment, there was no payoff, there was a drawback

of 0.46% in time.

3. The third version of the experiment, did not result in a payoff, there was no payoff

in fact there was a drawback of 12.23% in time.

4. The fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 5.66% when entire of

the data sample was used.

5. The fifth version of the experiment, there was 8.59% payoff despite the fact that a

1/4 of the data sample.

4.8 Eighth experiment

In the eighth experiment, we use the university students data set [18], which consists of

26 objects and 5 attributes which are (SoftEng, ARIN, HCI, CSA and Project) and the

class attribute (UPPER/ FIRST) and the size of the original data set is 140KB. For the

sake to examine our system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 780

instances. The final results of this experiment are depicted table-4.9.
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Table-4.9: final results of the eighth experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 26 all 172 172 0%

2 52
all 187 172 4.18%

1/2 187 187 0%

3 104
all 218 219 -0.23%

1/3 218 219 -0.23%
2/3 235 203 7.31%

4 130

all 328 297 4.96%

1/4 328 218 20.15%
1/2 328 351 -3.39%
3/4 312 282 5.05%

5 780

all 797 719 5.15%

1/4 797 593 14.68%
1/2 781 687 6.4%
3/4 828 734 6.02%

From table-4.9, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, there was no payoff.

2. For the second d version of the experiment, the best payoff was 4.18% when we

used the entire of data sample.

3. For the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 7.31% when we used

2/3 of data sample.

4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 20.15% when we

used 1/4 of data sample.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 14.68% payoff even though 1/4

of data sample.

4.9 Ninth experiment

In the eighth experiment, we use the play tennis data set [27], which consists of 14

objects and 4 attributes which are (outlook, temperature, humidity and windy) and the

class attribute (yes/no) and the size of the original data set is 119KB. For the sake to

examine our system, we increased ,randomly, this data set to contain 1120 instances. The

final results of this experiment are depicted table-4.10.
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Table-4.10: final results of the ninth experiment.

Experiment
version

Number
of objects

Sample
size

Time before
reduction(t1)

Time after
reduction(t2)

Reduction
payoff

1 28 all 125 125 0%

2 56
all 125 125 0%

1/2 140 109 12.45%

3 112
all 156 156 0%

1/3 172 141 9.9%
2/3 172 156 4.88%

4 140

all 187 156 9.04%

1/4 188 141 14.29%
1/2 187 156 9.04%
3/4 172 156 4.88%

5 1120

all 610 532 6.83%

1/4 594 422 16.93%
1/2 610 516 8.35%
3/4 656 562 7.72%

From table-4.10, we can make the following comments on the results:

1. For the first version of the experiment, there was no payoff in fact there was 0%

in time.

2. For the second version of the experiment, the best payoff was 12.45% when we

used half of data sample.

3. For the third version of the experiment, the best payoff was 9.9% when we used

1/3 of data sample.

4. For the fourth version of the experiment, the best payoff was 14.29% when we

used 1/4 of data sample.

5. For the fifth version of the experiment, there was 16.93% payoff even though 1/4

of data sample.
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Chapter Five

Conclusion and further works

The objectives of this work was to study the concept of data reduction by the use of

decision trees. The decision trees algorithm used for this purpose is the well-known

algorithm ID3. A software system is developed to implement the ID3 algorithm and to

time the performance of the system before and after the data reduction takes place. Our

system is tested by a number of well-known data sets in the form of experiments.

The objectives of this study had been accomplished by implementing our system in VB6

programming language with a user friendly interfaces.

5.1 Conclusion

We have carried out on our system a total of 126 experiments. The data sets sizes use in

these experiments ranged form 55.808 bytes to 434.176 bytes. The best results of the 126

experiments are summarized in table5.1.

Table-5.1: Obtained results from experiments

Experiments Version Data size
Sample

size
Time Payoff in

timet1/ms t2/ms

1

1 6 all 63 47 14.55%

2 54 all 63 47 14.55%

4 126
all 78 62 11.43%
1/4 78 62 11.43%

5 276 1/4 125 94 14.16%

2

1 14 all 109 94 7.39%

2 57 all 141 125 6.02%

3 112 2/3 172 141 9.9%

4 140 1/4 172 140 10.26%

5 322 1/4 281 219 12.4%

3

1 30 all 141 125 6.02%

2 60 all 157 125 11.35%

3 107 2/3 172 78 37.6%

4 130 1/4 187 78 41.13%

5 1590 all 1.032 703 18.96%

4 2 40 all 63 47 14.55%
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Experiments Version Data size
Sample

size
Time Payoff in

timet1/ms t2/ms
1/2 63 47 14.55%

3 78
all 78 62 11.43%
2/3 78 62 11.43%

4 118 1/4 94 47 33.33%

5 708 1/4 296 156 30.97%

5

1 12 all 47 31 20.51%
2 48 all 47 16 49.21%
3 96 2/3 63 31 34.04%

4 120
all 78 31 43.12%

1/2 78 31 43.12%

5 1920
1/4 641 297 36.67%
1/2 641 297 36.67%

6

1 16 all 156 141 5.05%
2 48 1/2 172 157 4.56%

3 96
all 203 187 4.1%
1/3 203 187 4.1%

4 144 1/4 235 203 7.31%

5 2560 all 1.594 1.328 9.1%

7
4 140 all 140 125 5.66%

5 560 1/4 297 250 8.59%

8

2 52 all 187 172 4.18%

3 104 2/3 235 203 7.31%

4 130 1/4 328 218 20.15%

5 780 1/4 797 593 14.68%

9

2 56 1/2 140 109 12.45%

3 112 1/3 172 141 9.90%

4 140 1/4 188 141 14.29%

5 1120 1/4 594 422 16.93%

The summary of the results we have obtained from the previously conducted

experiments, they are as follows:

The profit percentage at 0.409 when the size of the sample represented 1/4 of the original

data, the profit result was 0.318 while the profit's result was 0.114 when the data sample

size was 1/2, and 2/3 of the original data. The profit's percentage was 0.045 when the

sample size was 1/3 of the original data. The profit's percentage was 0.114 in both 1/2

and 2/3's of the data sample. When the data sample represented 3/4 o the original data

there was no profit's percentage at all. Taking what has been stated into consideration, we
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notice that the major profit's percentage that was obtained was when data sample

representing all of the original data.

5.2 Further works

 Use another algorithms for example C4.5,C5 eal.

 Use another method for choose sample.

 Improvement the program to accept another values for example the numeric

values.
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